Creative
Time
Materials
Directions:

1) Color each planet and the sun using the “cheatsheet” from the Memory Game.

2) Glue them in the order they are away from the sun. To help with the order, I like to use the sentence: My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us Nine Pickles.

3) Glue the pieces together to fit the size of your child’s head. You may need to add some extra spare white paper if they have a big head. 😊
Space Game Cheatsheet

Earth
- the planet we live on
- 3rd planet from the sun
- only has 1 moon

Mercury
- closest to the sun
- gray colored
- no atmosphere

Sun
- a star
- the planets orbit around it
- provides the Earth with warmth

Jupiter
- 5th planet from the sun
- largest planet
- has 53 moons

Uranus
- light blue planet
- 7th planet from the sun
- coldest temperature of the planets

Neptune
- blue planet
- 8th planet from the sun
- has 6 faint rings

Saturn
- has large rings
- 2nd largest planet
- 6th planet from the sun

Mars
- red planet
- 4th planet from the sun
- has 2 moons

Venus
- 2nd planet from the sun
- hottest planet
- no moon

Astronaut
- person who travels in space

Space Shuttle
- reusable spacecraft that carries people into space

Rocket Ship
- non-reusable vehicle that goes into space
sun
neptune
uranus
rocket ship
space shuttle
astronaut
My Solar System
My Friendship Sun